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(:11).  Sharing all assets on this planet fairly and equally ...  

(:15). Shinzan Lab in China I closed immediately when I ofund that they were paying 

the people only $150 per month.  

(:18).  

.. it has to be understood that we set a new ethos a new way .. 

(:25). A new catalog for only KF products, something between Alibaba and Amazon.  

.. our plan to support local cottage industry .. 

(:32).  .. can use Keshe Coin ... 

.. convert your testimonials into scientific papers ... 

(:38).  .. this is the first time a coin is backed by industrial development. .. a video to 

explain the coin. Each coin will be embedded with a chip and long term connected with 

an ID or One Nation, passport. The physical coins will be released in the future.  

VIDEO Keshe Coin.   (:41). Exchangeable only within the KF structure for products.  

(:44).  

(:48). In the old days it used to be gold backing the coins, now we back it with 

intelligence, knowledge .. Please be prudent.  .. it's only cashable when the Keshe Bank 

decides.    (:50).  all the factories and products we produce, become the backer of the 

coin. Keshe in the English language (cash) means money ...  (:52).  Any questions. Q: 

How is the Keshe Coin secured, block chain?  It's something like the Krypto Currency 

but in a different way, but there is no mining because it involves the assets of the KF.  

(:54). A blueprint factory in Ghana. Shows the animation of factory.  It backs its own 

structure and ethos ... (:58).  

(1:04). Q: Can we buy a fraction of the coin or with multiple people? Yes, this is the 

purpose to bring people together. People can buy collectively.  It's a donation to the KF, 

and we'll share what we received with you.  (1:08). If we don't see donation on the 

receipt we'll turn it back.  Q: What will the coin be made of? It can be made of ice. In 

the space when they see these coins they'll recognize you, it'll be with an embedded chip 

and connected to the ID card, passport and banking system we set up.   (1:10).  

Q: About the line between Defense workers and Army? We always said it is the man 

who makes the bullets not the man shooting, then man who designs weapons to kill, to 

separate nations. Armies are there to keep and create conditions of peace not to fight.  

(1:14). Look at the Great Wall of China, we were always told it was to keep the enemy 

out in fact it was totally different. It was made by leaders who were peaceful and could 

keep peace inside there nations, and keep the ones who were wild out.  

(1:20).  

... it should not matter from where our soul came together from the fields of this planet, 

but what matters is how mush we can elevate the others on this planet and beyond. We 

celebrate it because the fields of it are peaceful and loving. We will not allow the K 

Coin to be used for purchases that are not within the structure of the peace work. We'll 

set up an organization to monitor.  (1:24). We'll give the Coins to the nations to buy 

goods to set up factories for their nations.  

Going back to out teachings. For those who are trying to create fields fro space travel, 

There is something very simple to remember.   (1:28). It comes from maturing in the 

knowledge. The process that there is a reversal at the point of the maximum M when it 

changes to G and then it becomes like a heartbeat, the ?? speeds of the M field transfer, 

suddenly while you are traveling away you get pulled backwards, ?? switched at the 

strength to be pulled back and center. This is very similar to what we call Alkalinity, 



which is G in the science of chemistry, change that to G field forces and then change 

Acidity to G field forces of Giving, you have surplus energy to give. Most of the 

Alkaline material produced with the Gans', carry very funny things to them, it's called 

O, Cu on its own in the Gans state will be heavily giving or absorbing, but the minute 

you connect it to the O it becomes Alkaline  (1:30). In the matter state of the process, 

the alkalinity is part of the process of absorbing energy. This means that in the matter 

state the M field balance of the energies of the matters of this planet stays at the level of 

Fe, in the matter state, and in the gaseous state it is O. Look at the structure of the Pl of 

Fe, and that of O in the gaseous state, find the balance field of M and G of the planet 

earth, then you'll understand why Fe is G and shows pulling or what we call magnetic 

field effect, this is part of what we need to know, then it makes the science of 

understanding very easy. Why anything connected to Fe is magnetic and also O 

becomes magnetic, because the balance fields in the distance from what we call, the 

space of the plasma  (1:32). of the center of the earth creates condition of balance M G 

field, which means the behavior of giving and taking, M and G effected. 17  

 

(1:53). 

 

(2:09). .. you have attached yourself to the planet through the liquid Gans level (O in the 

water).  

 

(2:14). Q:  

 

(2:26).  (2:29). Photo of dust, matter created in one of the KF research labs, would it be 

the same if it clockwise or counterclockwise, would we get white or yellow gold based 

on direction of rotation.  (2:30). We now can create matter in space.  

(2:32). 22 

.. we can change the fields so only boys are born. 

(2:34). Is it the love of the mother who is a giver creates a girl, or the love of the father  

who is a giver creates a girl.  

In the Spring earth becomes closer to the sun, the field strength of the sun has more say, 

but at night the earth has more say, but it is just in the balanced position.  (2:36). 

Balanced brings happiness which brings reproduction because we can do what we like, 

the emotion changes according to the change of position. Why do some animals go 

through that cycle in the Autumn so they have the children by Spring.  

.. how come in some tribes in Africa the sex is determined by the needs of the tribe 

when the child reaches puberty. ... everything is calculated through the field strength of 

the soul and the plants.  (2:38).   in the spring means more receiving from the sun, now 

you have to fulfill what is missing, you create the fields which is the dimension of the 

life to find balance. Why do women and men go through the cycle. Have you heard that 

if you eat this you'll have a boy or girl, they change the balance of alkalinity, or the 

balance of giving or taking. Mother always gave more so it's a girl. The boys are 

actually the givers, because a man is more of a giver by the nature of his physical 

structure, a woman is a taker or G. Is it clockwise or counter. You'll find all the answers 

in the U, in the structure of the man and if you understand it you can fly. In any 

dimension of the U, redefine the physics and stop calling either G or alkalinity, it's just 

all pulling, Acidity is M is giving, it's surplus energy that has to go out because the guy 

can't hold on to it, he's too much in love.  (2:40).  

 

(2:50). 



 

(2:54). We are responsible ... the faster we move on. The strongest gives to the weakest. 

If you have a soul of a higher order you give so much that the weaker becomes the same 

as you. The question is how did you become strong? It's like the banana, the more you 

peel it, the more energy comes out, the more you give from the skin the more flesh you 

have to give, stronger more manifested. But does it mena that because it's of the higher 

order it taps to the end of the banana, ?? the little chap gets from the beginning of the 

banana.  (2:56). We think that by giving away to the weak one the strong one gets 

drained, but in fact it has create more to take from the fields of the U and it changes, 

then it gives to the next one and next one. This how do the viruses grow, packets of 

energy it gets from one to the next one and this is why they grow so fast. Once you use 

something that can take the energy away from one of them the rest collapse. We speak 

about alkalinity, the energy that can attach itself to the entity is through the strength of 

its O, otherwise it can't do, because O is G. All the viruses on this planet or in the space 

attach themselves to the strength of the O of the body ?? majority of the time, ?? 

condition of the earth. That's why when we showed about Ebola in Africa, they 

immediately confiscated all our work. All we did was put the element in there to drain 

the ?? protein. Now we know that the virus can only mainly be attached to the O level, 

so anything with O, CO2 ZnO2, the higher the element you have,  (2:58). the higher 

strength O you are carrying within the structure. Nobody sees it. Both ZnO and CuO 

have O but the strength of the ZnO O is much higher then the Cu, then the energy of the 

O in H2O, is very low. ... why some elements never get oxidized, because within the 

structure of themselves they carry energy which the O can never be attracted to, because 

they carry the balanced energy within themselves ?? O balanced. the field Pl condition. 

If you understand this you'll understand most of the work of the Pl.  In the U change the 

O to something else  ??/ planet Zeus it's something else, you can only attach to 

something that has that field spectrum. Because O on this planet is not mono-level.  

(3:00). We have a spectrum of the MG field of O, in one place it may match Plutonium, 

in another Fe. And nobody understands this. 13 

 

(3:06). 

(3:11). Keshe wiki is completed by Klaus of Austria. Plays video.  

(3:21).  

(3:23). Something happened in the KF but we have taken action as soon as we learned 

about it.  

(3:35). END 

 


